
Dear Chief 781 

Chapter 781: Her Medical Skills? Or Evil Skills? 

 

Gong Qing was furious. “Little brat! Call him back!” 

The servant said, “Old Master, Master Jue’s phone is switched off…” 

Gong Qing said, “Then send someone to bring that vixen back!” 

The boy buried his head in Gong Qing’s arms. As he listened to the adults arguing endlessly for him, he 

gradually felt uneasy. 

Didn’t Uncle Bai Lang say that if Grandpa knew that he was sick because of the vixen, he would drive her 

away? 

Why did his grandfather still want to catch her back? 

Could it be… 

“Grandpa, are you going to punish her according to the family law and break her legs?” 

He wanted to drive her away and not let her be his mother, but he didn’t want her to be hurt. 

Grandpa was so fierce. Would he break her legs and kill her? 

The boy became even more uneasy. Tears welled up in his eyes. 

Did he do something wrong? 

Was it… a little too much? 

Gong Qing said sternly, “That’s right! I want her to pay a price and make her know that she’s not going 

to play with our Gong family. Don’t think about fooling us with her petty tricks!” 

The boy said with difficulty, “Grandpa, perhaps I… I’ll be fine after taking the medicine. Why don’t…” 

Gong Qing’s face stiffened. “You’re too kind. You want to plead for that vixen? She can harm you ten or 

a hundred times after harming you once. I definitely won’t let her off. Otherwise, that b*stard father of 

yours will still treat her like a treasure. Could it be that you want her to be your stepmother?” 

The boy shook his head. 

He remembered what Bai Lang had said to him: Baby Gong, don’t you like that big sister? If you don’t 

drive Gu Qiqi away, when she becomes your stepmother, she definitely won’t allow you to find that big 

sister! Furthermore, your father’s thoughts are all on her. It’s even more impossible for him to help you 

find that big sister. 

You’re going to be a vegetable in the soil in the future. If she tells you to go east, you can’t go west! If 

she makes you into cabbage soup today, you won’t dare to become a white vegetable bun! 

At the thought that he would never be able to find his sister again, the boy’s heart ached terribly. 



Compared to Big Sister, he could only let Gu Qiqi down for the time being. 

“That’s great! Don’t worry, I’ll stand up for you and not let your stepmother enter the house!” Gong 

Qing said heavily. 

After last night, he also admitted that Gu Qiqi’s medical expertise was good and she was very stunning. 

But this stunning medical expertise depended on who was using it. 

If a vicious person had superb medical expertise, it would be witchcraft! 

Wasn’t it enough that the Gong family was harmed by a female doctor with superb medical skills many 

years ago? 

He asked the family doctor, “What medicine can relieve the child’s pain first?” 

The family doctor shook his head. “Little Young Master is too young. You have to be especially careful 

when using medicine on a child. Ordinary painkillers can’t be used. It’s best to find the person who 

poisoned him and confirm what poison it is before using medicine! Otherwise, using medicine recklessly 

will only backfire.” 

Gong Qing’s anger surged. “Send ten times more of the people we already have to kidnap that vixen 

back for me! Immediately! Immediately!” 

== 

At the Empire’s Best Hospital. 

Gong Jue’s flying car rushed to the hospital. When he heard that Gu Qiqi had already entered Yang Iron 

Fist’s ward, he rushed over. 

This stupid woman was really so disobedient. He had yet to settle scores with her about those intimate 

photos with boys, but she just patted her buttocks and became someone else’s boyfriend. This was 

simply planting grass on his head! 

As soon as he reached the door, he heard the words “get married after paying respects”! 

His eyes turned cold and the temperature around him dropped by more than ten degrees! 

He suddenly kicked open the door. “Wait! Who allowed you to get married? I won’t allow it!” 

Chapter 782: I Haven’t Experienced Her Embrace Before 

 

Gu Qiqi and Xiaolan were about to kowtow to Yang Iron Fist and get married. 

Gong Jue’s kick immediately disrupted her rhythm. 

Xiaolan was timid. After being shouted at by Gong Jue, she lost her balance and fell into Gu Qiqi’s arms! 

Gu Qiqi hugged Xiaolan tightly. Without even looking back, she knew that the person who had come was 

definitely Gong Jue. Apart from him, who else would dare to kick open the door of the intensive care 

unit so roughly? 



This stupid man was being stubborn again! 

Her head hurt so much that she didn’t have the time to turn around and pay attention to him. She asked 

Xiaolan gently, “Are you okay? Did you sprain your waist?” 

As she spoke, she instinctively reached out and rubbed Xiaolan’s waist. 

Between the simple and crude man and the gentle and cute girl, she undoubtedly comforted the young 

girl first without hesitation! 

This hug! One question! One rub! It ignited Gong Jue’s anger again. 

This stupid woman was actually showing off her affection to another woman in front of him! 

It had been three days since she was last educated. 

“Take your hand away!” Gong Jue reprimanded her sternly! 

Anger surged from his eyes. 

He dared to let his woman rub Yang Xiaolan’s waist? 

Gu Qiqi’s small hand should be used to massage him! He had never enjoyed it before! 

Gong Jue’s words sounded different from Yang Iron Fist’s ears. 

This man didn’t allow Xiaolan to marry Young Master Ye? 

Did Xiaolan need this man’s approval to get married? Did she need his permission? 

Furthermore, he wasn’t even happy when another man’s hand touched Xiaolan? 

This man was so domineering that the jealousy in his eyes couldn’t be concealed. Could he be Xiaolan’s… 

other boyfriend? 

So, he was here to snatch the bride? 

Iron Fist Yang couldn’t help but size up this man who had barged in. 

He was tall and cold with a dignified aura. His eyebrows were slanted and his eyes were as deep as cold 

ponds. It was as if he innately had an overbearing aura that made everyone submit! 

Compared to this Young Master Ye’s refined and handsome appearance, the man who barged in clearly 

had a stronger hormonal aura and a strong masculine aura. 

Honestly speaking, it was really difficult to choose between Young Master Ye and this man. 

It all depended on who Xiao Lan chose! 

Iron Fist Yang couldn’t help but say, “Xiaolan, which family’s young master is this… Won’t you introduce 

him?” 

Yang Xiaolan was so frightened that her lips turned pale. When she saw that the person who came was 

Gong Jue, she shivered even more. 



She huddled in Gu Qiqi’s arms and whispered, “Master… Master Jue…” 

She had seen Gong Jue before. Back at Qing Yuxuan’s cocktail party, Gong Jue passed by and specially 

supported Lan Ting! 

She knew very well how domineering and terrifying this man was. 

But why would Master Jue appear in her father’s ward? 

More importantly, why did Master Jue object to her and Young Master Ye getting married in private? 

Could it be that Young Master Ye was engaged to Master Jue’s younger sister or niece? 

Was Master Jue here to catch the adulterer? 

Xiaolan’s imagination ran wild for a moment. Worst of all, she couldn’t withstand Gong Jue’s aura. Her 

body went soft and she fell even closer to Gu Qiqi, burrowing into her arms. 

Gong Jue was furious! 

If Yang Xiaolan wasn’t a woman, he really wanted to grab her collar and throw her out the window. 

She actually treated Qiqi’s embrace as a safe haven! 

Even I have never experienced it before! 

No one expected that Xiaolan’s words of “Master Jue” would cause Iron Fist Yang to flare up. 

Did Xiaolan really know this man? 

He really didn’t expect his daughter to have two boyfriends at the same time while having such a weak 

character. 

Chapter 783: Carefully Choosing A Son-In-Law! 

 

Although it was a little immoral, Iron Fist Yang’s heart was definitely bubbling 

with joy at this moment. Two men fighting over a woman. What did this mean? 

This meant that Iron Fist Yang’s daughter was very outstanding! 

She actually made two such outstanding men come and beg for her hand in 

marriage! 

He suddenly felt that he was willing to die. 

No, he was indignant! 

He really wanted to see his daughter get married and have a child with the 

most outstanding man. 

Then, the main point was, was Young Master Ye more doting or was Master Jue 

more suitable for marriage? 

Sigh, it was also troublesome to have too many choices 

In order to widen his eyes and choose his new son-in-law well, this old man, 

who was in a critical condition, felt a little like he was on his deathbed for a 

moment. He was extremely energetic. 

“Xiaolan, why didn’t you tell Master Jue that you wanted to pay your respects to 



Young Master Ye? This is your fault! He decided to criticize his daughter first 

and then test the two men’s reaction. 

Indeed, Gong Jue was the first to snort coldly. “You actually didn’t receive my 

permission to pay respects. Who gave you the courage?! Stand up for me!” 

Although Gong Jue’s tone was unpleasant and his words were crude, to a 

traditional craftsman ike Iron Fist Yang, this man was especially masculine 

and domineering. Gong Jue especially felt like the head of a family from the old 

era. 

Back then, the head of the family could protect the entire family and women 

for the rest of their lives 

If Xiaolan married him, she would definitely be carefree for the rest of her life. 

Furthermore, those words “stupid woman” sounded sweet. It sounded like 

something from an old couple. 

In the very next second, Gu Qiqi spoke as well. 

“It’s not your turn to interfere in my business with Xiaolan. Stupid man, go 

somewhere else!” As Gu Qigi spoke, she carried Yang Iron Fist and Yang 

Xiaolan on her back and desperately tried to signal Gong Jue with her eyes 

Stupid man, stupid man. Are you blind? Can’t you tell that IT’m acting? 

Why are you fighting with a patient with late-stage cancer? 11l leave after Im 

done acting and coaxing the old man. It’s not like I’m really getting married! 

Would it kill him to cooperate? 

Gong Jue rolled his eyes at her. 

Stupid woman, you can’t even act! 

You can only marry me. Who allowed you to kowtow elsewhere? 

Damn it! If you and I go to get married in the future, wouldn’t that be a second 

marriage?! No! 

Gu Qigi was in despair. 

Only despicable people and men were difficult to deal with in this world. 

“Xiaolan, ignore him. Let’s pay our own respects!” Gu Qiqi made up her mind 

and helped Xiaolan up to continue. 

On this side, after Iron Fist Yang heard “Young Master Ye”s words, he felt that 

Young Master Ye, this kind of man who was neither servile nor overbearing, 

wasn’t afraid of power, and had fim strength amidst his gentleness, wasn’t 

bad either! 

One look and one could tell that he was sweet-tongued and doted on his wife! 

More importantly, Xiaolan seemed to be closer to Young Master Ye. On the 

contrary, she was a little afraid of that Master Jue. 

Furthermore, Master Jue’s status was too noble. Their Yang family couldn’t 

match up to him. 

The scales in his heart gradually tilted towards Gu Qiqi. 

Then, he looked at Xiao Lan nestled in Gu Qjqi’s arms. She couldn’t hide her 

blissful expression… What else didn’t he understand? 

It was definitely impossible for her to be two-timing. This wasn’t sincere. She 



had to choose quickly! 

After hesitating for a while, he said to Gong Jue, “Master Jue, I’m really sorry. 

Since my daughter still loves Young Master Ye more, I’ve decided to fulfill their 

wishes. There are many good girls in this world. I believe that Master Jue, you 

will definitely be able to find the love in your heart.” 

Tm not looking anymore! Ive decided on this one in this lifetime!” Gong Jue 

said coldly. 

As he spoke, he strode forward! 

Just as Iron Fist Yang was sighing again that his daughter was really too 

charming and had actually achieved so much, Master Jue still didn’t give up 

and still insisted on choosing his daughter. Master Jue even said that his 

daughter was the only person he had recognized. He was too touched! 

He suddenly realized that something was wrong! 

Why wasn’t Gong Jue walking towards Xiaolan but 

Chapter 784: D*mn it! A Turn of Events! 
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Gong Jue actually walked towards Young Master Ye! 

Iron Fist Yang was stunned for a moment before he reacted. This, this, this shouldn’t be a fight, right? 

Was Master Jue going to use his fists to persuade Young Master Ye to give up on Xiaolan? 

“Xiaolan, quick, stop them! Quick, quickly call a doctor, call a nurse, and a security guard!” Iron Fist Yang 

was anxious and shouted hoarsely. How would Yang Xiaolan dare to stop Gong Jue? In front of this 

absolutely domineering man, he wasn’t even afraid of an entire country. He was disdainful. 

If she overestimated herself and stopped him, wouldn’t that be like a mantis trying to stop a cart? 

Thus, she quickly stretched out her hand and pressed the bell by the bed! 

The bell was connected to the office of the Intensive Care Unit. The doctors and nurses would arrive in a 

few seconds. 

Gong Jue didn’t divert any attention to Yang Xiaolan at all. He allowed her to press the bell and couldn’t 

be bothered with her. 

He strode towards Gu Qiqi. 

He grabbed Gujqi’s collar. “If you don’t listen to me, you’ll only be satisfied if I expose the truth to 

everyone? Hmm?! 

Gu Qiqi’s heart skipped a beat. No, stupid man! Xiaolan would be embarrassed if my identity as a 

woman was exposed. Please don’t! 

However, when she saw how Gong Jue was about to lose his mind from anger, she really couldn’t 

guarantee that Gong Jue wouldn’t say the lines that he shouldn’t say in the very next second. 

Xiaolan was also extremely nervous. She didn’t know what to do. Her eyes reddened from anxiety as she 

stammered and pounced over to persuade him. “Don’t. Don’t fight, okay? Master… Master Jue, you’re 

hurting Young Master Ye.” 

If she could, she really wanted to withstand Master Jue’s anger on behalf of Young Master Ye. 

No, he mustn’t hurt her Young Master Ye. 

Gu Qiqi glanced at Xiaolan’s concern for her from the corner of her eye. 



For a moment, she was a little moved and her heart ached! 

Sigh, if she had known this would happen, why did she have to do this in the first place? From the start, 

she shouldn’t have accidentally revealed her male outfit in front of Xiaolan. 

Why not let Gong Jue expose the truth in his anger? 

He should expose the fact that she was a woman. 

She made up her mind and raised her valiant face fearlessly. She looked straight at Gong Jue. “Okay, 

then expose the truth.” In the very next second, Gong Jue spoke coldly. His words stunned everyone. 

“The truth is…I like you so much!” 

In the intensive care unit, one could hear a pin drop. 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. Damn it! I was caught off guard and confessed to! Gong Tue, you have guts! 

Yang Xiaolan thought she must have heard wrongly. There’s something wrong with my ears! How can 

Master Jue like Young Master Ye? Am I sure that he likes him personally? Not on behalf of his younger 

sister or niece? 

Iron Fist Yang supported his arm with great difficulty. He had just propped up half of his body and was 

about to get up when he heard these words. He immediately fell back onto the hospital bed. What?! 

Master Jue doesn’t like my Xiaolan? Master Jue likes Young Master Ye? 

But Young Master Ye was a man. What the heck! 

Everyone was stunned for a few seconds. 

At the door, the medical staff who had rushed over initially wanted to enter to maintain order, repair 

the broken door, and pull apart the fight between the patient’s family members. 

But they didn’t expect to hear such a shocking piece of gossip as soon as they entered 

That handsome Master Jue who was trapping someone against a wall was actually confessing in public. 

“The person who was confessed to was actually a man! 

It turned out that the perfect domineering chairman in their hearts liked men! 

It was over. They felt that Master Jue was even more domineering, right? 

Women could no longer satisfy Master Jue. He had to have someone stronger in taste. 

Chapter 785: Something More Scary Happened 

This piece of gossip was simply much more shocking than the take gossip 

about the President and Chief falling in love with a woman last night. 

Gong Jue felt that someone was spying on him from behind and shouted in a 

low voice, “CGet out” 

The medical staff who were watehing the commot 

The medica h the door, Although they were filled th 

ere so frightened that 

uriosity, they didnt dare to disobey Master Jue’s orders. 

What if Master Jue took a fancy to themselves? As a man, should he obey or 

Jn the hospital bed. 

Iron Fist Yang gradually recovered from his daze. “Master Jue, you don’t like 



y XIaolanr 

of course not!’ Gong Jue said firmly. However, his gaze didn’t leave Gu Qqis 

Tace for a second. “T said betore that l’m only certain of one person in this 

itetimet Hert 

Atter speaking, as if to verity and explain these words, he suddermly bent down 

and kissed Gu QJqts lipst 

What the 

If that ‘T lke you” just now was an earth-shattering bomb, 

this passionate kiss was ne an atomie bomb 

wherever it went, it shattered everyone’s morals and common sene. 

Master Jue really 1ked men! 

He liked them so much that he evern kissed them 

Ah, ah, ah. Why did everyone feel that it was especially harmonious, 

yecacnng, anu ovng to see suen a anasoe vster ue issng te 

uy nnusoe toung ste e 

Xiaolan was ditferent from everyone else. she covered her mouth and 

suppressed the urge to ery. Tears welled up in her eyes and she tried her best to 

hoid them Dack trom taling 

ron Fist Yangs tace even lost color as he collapsed onto the bed. 

Upon hearing the commotion, Gu Qqi was extremely annoyed. She pinched 

Gong Jue’s palm ruthlessy. Stupid man, you did all of this! 

Gong Jue propped himself up and his lips parted slightly. Shouldn’t you be 

grateful to me for not exposing your identity as a woman? 

Gu Qqi was speecness, 

You didn’t expose me, but the problem is that you used a more teritying 

nethod! 

She pushed Gong Jue away and wanted to explain to Xiaolan. 

But looking at the silently weeping Xiaolan, she couldn’t say a word at all. 

Iron Fist Yang waved his hand. “Forget it. Don’t explain anymore. I understand 



now. You and Xiaolan were acting together to deceive me just now, right? I was 

too anxious and was too stupid. I actually didn’t notice it and even took it 

seriously. Since you and Master Jue are the couple, don’t harass our Xiaolan 

anymore! Although I can’t live past tonight, I also want to live a ittle more 

quietly on the last night. All of you can leave! Don’t make us father and 

daughter suffer here!” 

Gu Qjqi glared flercely at Gong Jue again. She turned around and said to Iron 

Fist Yang, “Uncle Yang, who said that you won’t be able to live past tonight?” 

The doctor said so. 

“A doctor’s words might not be believable!” 

Outside the door. 

Agroup of top notch medical specialists was speechless. We reject your 

evaluation and are going to let loose a group of dogs to you! 

Gu Qiqi looked serious and professional. “I know that you have late-stage 

cancer, lung cancer, bone cancer, and even a little malignant brain tumor. The 

doctor said that it can’t be treated because the medicine used by cancer 

patients hasn’t been developed fully yet.” 

Iron Fist Yang nodded and his eyes dimmed. “I understand. That’s why I am 

waiting for death in peace. I just can’t let go of Xiaolan.. I was too anxious 

tonight and was tricked by you 

Gu Qjqi raised her eyebrows. “What if you can live for another ten or twenty 

years? Will you still be so anxious to marry Xiaolan off? Will you still be 

worried that she won’t be able to find a better man than us? 

Chapter 786: Challenging Cancer! 

 

Live another ten to twenty years? 

Gu Qiqi’s words made Yang Iron Fist’s eyes light up. 

But then, they dimmed again. 

Iron Fist Yang said, “How is that possible? The doctor already said that there’s 



no hope.. ” 

Gu Qiqi said, “I already said that the doctor’s words might not be believable!” 

Outside the door. 

The doctors collectively cursed Gu Qiqi silently again. 

Gu Qiqi explained patiently to Iron Fist Yang, “There is indeed no special 

medicine for cancer because any medicine kills the cancer cells and the normal 

cells at the same time. So, usually, the more a patient is treated, the faster they 

die! Radiation therapy, chemotherapy, and various genetic drugs will only 

cause the patient’s body to collapse step by step and empty out.” 

Outside the door. 

The doctors couldn’t wait to drag Gu Qiqi out and beat her up! 

This simply cut off their hospital’s financial channels! It was too much! 

Only industry insiders from the Empire Hospital knew this unspoken rule. 

Cancer patients were the most profitable. If a random patient was admitted, it 

would be a small sum to gain if it was tens of thousands of dollars. If they 

persuaded him to do a gene-targeting therapy, it would cost hundreds of 

thousands or even millions of dollars. 

Anyway, if they couldn’t cure it, they would say that it was an international 

problem because no one could cure cancer. It was simply too normal not to be 

able to cure it. 

All treatments, even the most effective ones, only extended the patient’s short 

life. 

One-year survival rate, fivo-year survival rate… Being able to live for five years 

could be considered a successful treatment. 

Gu Qiqi actually boasted that she could make him live for another ten to twenty 

years? 

What an international joke. 

Iron Fist Yang couldn’t help but ask, “Young Master Ye, what you mean is that 

since the hospital’s treatments don’t have any effect, aren’t I still waiting for 



death?” 

“No treatment is not waiting for death.” Gu Qiqi’s eyes were clear and firm as 

she said, “Cancer and the immune system are very closely linked. If you knew 

that every normal person has cancer cells, you wouldn’t be afraid of late-stage 

cancer. These cancer cells are usually very obedient. They only cause trouble 

when our immunity is low!” 

“But although my body had problems previously, I wasn’t so weak. It wasn’t a 

problem for me to stay up late to carve jade…” Iron Fist Yang was puzzled. 

“Yes. I’ve seen your case just now. Your physical examination a few years ago 

showed that you didn’t have any big problems. It was just ordinary 

inflammation in your lungs and asthma. Now, three cancers suddenly 

appeared. There must be some other cause that made your immune system 

weaken! If you can successfully find this cause, it won’t be difficult to help 

strengthen your immune system and cure your illness.” 

Gu Qiqi’s words, 

made the doctors outside the door fall silent! 

How professional! 

She had a conscience! 

They were very ashamed! 

Honestly speaking, they roughly understood Gu Qiqi’s thoughts. The problem 

was that no one could find the complicated cause. 

If they couldn’t find it, they wouldn’t be able to pinpoint the exact problem. It 

was better to just announce that there was no cure! This was almost the 

consensus and unspoken rules of the Empire’s cancer research medical world. 

They were being lazy! 

But would this Young Master Ye definitely find it? 

They were too curious! 

Yang Xiaolan also stopped sobbing and blinked. “Young Master Ye, what kind 

of cause is it then?” 



Gu Qiqi muttered, “Then, Uncle Yang, tell me in detail what else happened 

during this period of time so that I can make a judgment.” 

Everyone looked at Iron Fist Yang. 

Iron Fist Yang didn’t answer this question and asked instead, “Young Master 

Ye, I want to know. Since you think that I can still be saved, why did you still 

cooperate with my daughter and cheat me of her marriage? 

Gu Qiqi knew that if she didn’t answer this question honestly, he would think 

that the treatment plan that she was going to say next wasn’t reliable either! 

Gong Jue’s eyes darkened as he looked at Gu Qiqi. 

He also wanted to know this answer! 

Why did this stupid woman insist on doing this despite knowing that he 

wouldn’t let her pretend to be someone else’s boyfriend?! 

What gave her the courage, huh? 

Gu Qiqi resisted the pressure of everyone’s gazes and said, “Because—” 

Chapter 787: The Reason for Lying About the Marriage 

 

Yang Iron Fist’s questioning of Gu Qiqi made Yang Xiaolan’s heart twist. 

She was the one who invited Young Master Ye. How could she let Young Master Ye bear the crime of 

“cheating” her into marriage? 

She didn’t hesitate and beat Gu Qiqi to it. “Dad, I was the one who begged Young Master Ye to do this. It 

has nothing to do with Young Master Ye! I lied to you. If you’re angry, come and scold me!” 

Iron Fist Yang frowned. 

Gu Qigi gently held Xiaolan’s hand. “It’s fine. Let me talk.” 

Gong Jue slapped away Gu Qiqi and Xiaolan’s hands unhappily. He only revealed a satisfied expression 

when he held Gu Qiqi’s small claws tightly. 

Gu Qiqi glared at him speechlessly. This man was used to declaring his sovereignty. He was really 

pervasive. 

She turned to Iron Fist Yang and said in a gentle voice, “Uncle Yang, you might not know this, but 

emotions can sometimes affect your immune system more than medicine. Xiaolan and I pretended to be 

a couple in front of you because we hoped that you would be happy and excited so that your immune 

system would be greatly improved in a short period of time. After all, nothing is more important than 

completing your final wish.” 



Xiaolan muttered softly, “It would be better if Master Jue didn’t come…” 

Gong Jue glared at her, and Xiaolan immediately shut up in fear. 

Gu Qigi curved her lips slightly. “But this situation now is fine too. Just now, Uncle Yang’s emotions 

surged and his immune system fluctuated. This is the best opportunity for medical intervention. It can 

be considered a blessing in disguise.” 

Gong Jue immediately raised his chin smugly. 

Hmph! His wife knew how to give him an out! 

Tm not causing trouble here. I’m helping you! 

He pinched Gu Qiqi’s small hand in satisfaction. Fortunately, Gu Qigi’s small hand was still very easy to 

pinch when she was dressed as a man. It was still so exquisite and comfortable. 

After hearing Gu Qiqi’s explanation, Iron Fist Yang finally trusted her a little. 

This Young Master Ye even admitted to a fake marriage so openly. He really didn’t look like a bad 

person. 

Iron Fist Yang started to tell Gu Qigi about his recent life. 

In order to let Lan Ting continuously produce the latest designs and increase the sales, he hardly left his 

house. He carved beautiful jade at home every day. 

Thus, his life was very simple. 

The three meals in a day were also very light. 

If there was anything special that happened… it was that Yang Xiaoging came to find him once a while 

ago! 

“He was entangled in a lawsuit and wanted us to withdraw the lawsuit. The first time, he came up and 

ordered us around arrogantly, but he was chased out by Xiaolan. The second time, he learned his lesson 

and brought a lot of expensive tonics and gifts. He nodded and bent down to curry favor with me, 

but I threw him out. We definitely can’t withdraw the lawsuit and reconcile with him. He doesn’t have 

the slightest intention of repenting. He still insists that he didn’t steal my design and only ‘borrowed it.” 

Gu Qigi nodded in agreement. “Borrow? Why didn’t he think about it? Every precious design idea is 

equivalent to the child of an original creator. Which family would lend their child to others?” 

“Young Master Ye is right. All plagiarizing dogs absolve themselves like this. Our Yang family definitely 

won’t forgive him!” Xiaolan was also indignant. 

Gu Qigi muttered to herself for a while. “He hasn’t been here again?” 

“No, he was chased away by us twice. Isn’t it too shameless to come back again?” 

“Have you thrown away everything that he brought in?” 

“yes!” 

“Wait, Dad.. Isn’t there a pot of flowers. 



Chapter 788: A Wicked Move 
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Yang Xiaolan suddenly remembered. “We don’t want those expensive tonics of his. But there was a 

basin of agarwood that was raised in a glass bottle. It shattered the moment it fell. Yang Xiaoging 

stomped on it in anger before leaving. Dad loved flowers and couldn’t bear to see that the agarwood 

flower 

was ruined. He ordered me to pick it up and raise it slowly.” 

Gu Qigi frowned. “What kind of agarwood flower?” 

Yang Xiaolan said, “It’s fragrant. The leaves are quite big and quite good-looking, I raised such flowers in 

the past too… I have a photo on my phone. Look!” 

Yang Xiaolan flipped open her phone. There was a photo that she had taken for Iron Fist Yang a few days 

ago. 

That day, they had just found out that the court had made a case for Yang Xiaoging’s infringement. They 

were very happy. While the weather was good and there was sunlight, Yang Xiaolan took a photo of Iron 

Fist Yang by the window. 

Behind Iron Fist Yang was that pot of emerald green agarwood flower that had already been raised! 

Gu Qigi squinted. 

A few seconds later 

Her thin lips said coldly, “This isn’t Agarwood. This is Earth Agarwood. It’s a variant from the outer 

realm. The smell that it emits is very stimulating to the lungs. It has a strong cancer-inducing effect.” 

Yang Xiaolan’s pupils dilated and her hand that was holding her phone trembled. “This flower causes 

cancer… Yang Xiaoging… He’s too vicious!” 

“Not only is he vicious, but he also has a logical and meticulous mind. He knew that he definitely 

wouldn’t accept the things that he gave you, so he deliberately trampled on the flowers a few times to 

make you feel pity.” 

Gu Qigi’s eyes tumed colder. 

Yang Xiaoging and Gu Meifeng were the same type of people. 

They all liked to use such sinister methods! 

In the past, Gu Meifeng had also sent poisonous flowers to Xiaobei in order to completely destroy his 

eyes. 

These people were really similar. No wonder they spontaneously invested money in Qing Yuxuan and 

plagiarized other people’s original creations to earn their own money. 

Since that was the case… Let them die by these same creations. 



Gu Qigi caressed the little dirty turtle in her jacket pocket and seemed to mutter something. The little 

dirty turtle’s orange figure flashed past so quickly that no one in the room noticed it. 

She arranged her hair and said, “I’ve found the cause. It’s easy to handle it next. Uncle Yang, it hasn’t 

been long since you started breathing in the Earth Agarwood. I’ll help you prepare a medicine and you 

have to consistently take it. You must not come into contact with anyone related to Qing Yuxuan 

during this period of time. Just rest in peace. I’ll help you keep an eye on Qing Yuxuan’s infringement 

lawsuit with… Qigi and Xiaolan.” 

Oh, it was a little strange to say her name from her male disguise. 

Gu Qigi brought over a prescription letter and wrote down a prescription for the attending physician 

behind her. 

The other party took it and couldn’t help but admire Gu Qigi even more. 

No wonder this young master said that he could cure Iron Fist Yang. Just from the ratio of these herbs, 

he was definitely a professional! 

However. 

“Young Master Ye, there are three key herbs here. Green pea, Musk Orchid, Chinese Phoenix… They’re 

already extinct on the market…” 

Gu Qiqi said lightly, “I’l be in charge of looking for them.” 

“Also, Young Master Ye, this Chinese knotweed needs to be grown in the wild for more than 200 years… 

Now, all the Chinese knotweed are cultivated artificially. It’s said that the Empire’s pharmaceutical 

farmers haven’t dug out a 200-year-old Chinese knotweed for many years.” 

Gu Qiqi said, “It’s fine. Il be responsible.” 

The doctors drew a cold breath. 

The way they looked at Gu Qigi was different! 

This kind of critical illness has always been difficult to treat. 

A clever woman couldn’t cook without rice. Even if they were given a prescription, without the 

appropriate medicine and catalyst, it was equivalent to a piece of useless paper. 

This young master in front of them actually agreed to prepare the medicine immediately! 

Now, they finally understood why this young master dared to challenge the world’s difficult problem of 

cancer. It turned out that he really had the confidence! 

Chapter 789: Getting Jealous of Two Men? 

Translator: Atlas Studios Editor:Atlas Studios 

“May I ask Young Master Ye, which great pharmacist did he learn from?” A doctor couldn’t help but ask. 

Asingle prescription could actually kill their diagnosis and treatment in seconds. He could also find herbs 

that had already disappeared from the market. This was too heartbreaking. 

“Feng…” 



Gu Qiqi nearly forgot her identity and wanted to say Feng Yangchu’s name. 

‘When she saw Xiaolan’s admiring gaze from the comer of her eye, she immediately remembered that 

she was still dressed as a man and hurriedly changed her words. “Master has already stopped taking in 

new disciples. Furthermore, I, a useless disciple, have only learned a little.” 

How was this a little?! 

Everyone cried silently in their hearts. 

This could even be used to challenge the International Medical Competition’s Gold Award, okay? 

After arranging Iron Fist Yang’s treatment plan, “Young Master Ye” bade farewell to the Yang father and 

daughter. “T’ll pay attention to Uncle’s illness regularly and adjust the medicine.” 

Gong Jue frowned. 

What? She was not done? She was going to come again in the future? 

He gripped Gu Qiqi’s waist tightly. The eyes of the medical staff behind her fell to the ground! 

Although Young Master Ye was very outstanding, the fact that Master Jue liked men… No matter how 

they thought about it, it was still somewhat demonic. 

Gu Qiqi was about to scream from being pinched by a certain man. She took a deep breath and changed 

her words. “Yes. If I’m too busy, I’ll get Qiqi to send the medicine over.” 

Only then did Gong Jue release his hand in satisfaction and change it to a gentle caress. “You must be 

tired from talking so much, right? Be good and go home!” 

Everyone was speechless. 

This was the first time in their lives that they were jealous of two men! 

In Car Number One. 

After leaving everyone’s sight, Gu Qiqi could finally question Gong Jue self-righteously. “Why did you 

cause trouble for me?” 

“Wasn’t I going to rescue you?” Gong Jue raised his eyebrows. 

Rescue?! 

He was clearly ruining her plans. 

However, a certain man said with a righteous look on his face, “Think about it. You pretended to be 

someone else’s boyfriend today. This kind of thing can’t be hidden for a day or two. Sooner or later, it 

will be exposed! If everything is dragged out, it will be exposed in a worse way. It’s unavoidable that 

people will feel resentful. I came out today to cut the Gordian knot for you! You should be grateful!” 

Hmph! If he didn’t risk it and admit that this man “Young Master Ye” was his, how was Gu Qigi going to 

explain to Yang Xiaolan in the future that she couldn’t accept the other party’s goodwill? 

‘When Yang Xiaolan’s affection deepened and became deep love, Gu Qiqi wouldn’t be able to explain it 



clearly. When it became a debt of love, let’s see who she would cry to! 

Gu Qiqi blinked her big eyes. Thinking about it, what Gong Jue said made sense. 

Today was a blessing in disguise. 

“Okay, thank you!” 

She pouted and praised him. 

Gong Jue’s heart burned with anger. 

That kiss in the ward just now wasn’t satisfying enough. 

He had to compensate himself with one more! 

Gong Jue pulled off his seatbelt and leaned over from the driver’s seat. 

He was about to kiss her cherry lips. 

Suddenly! 

Aseries of cheerful phone ringtones rang. 

Gu Qiqi quickly picked up the call. “Ahem, it’s from the school. It might be about the competition. I’ll 

answer it first!” 

Qiu Qiu, your call came at the right time! 

In the Empire Medical University’s auditorium. 

The results of the preliminary round of the school tournament were revealed on the spot. 

The first to complete the emergency operation was Gu Qiqi’s team! 

Although Bei Mingtian was the captain, everyone remembered Gu Qiqi’s name. 

Because the super strong judgment, medical expertise, and calmness that Gu Qiqi showed on the big 

screen were really breathtaking. 

The director led the team of experts and gave Gu Qiqi’s team a perfect score! 

Even the director of the clinical medicine school, Shen Ping, who had always been strict, couldn’t be 

picky with Gu Qiqi at all! 

Chapter 790: Gu Qigqi’s Deep Pit Killed Two Teams 

 

Qiu Qiu called not only to announce the good news of winning the championship. 

“Master! Our first place is a done deal! I’m not surprised at all! We’re the first to complete it, and our 

surgical perfection is also first place. If we don’t win the championship, who will? Do you know what I’m 

most surprised about now, Master?!” Qiu Qiu was incoherent with excitement. 

Gu Qiqi had to move the receiver away from her ear. “Yes. What’s the most surprising?” 



“Good people will be rewarded, evil people will be punished!” Qiu Qiu said these words with a righteous 

expression. 

Gu Qiqi laughed out loud. 

“You’re going to make me laugh to death so that you can inherit my midterm exam paper, right?” 

“Hehehehe, Master! Really! Look at how kind we are. We treated illnesses and saved people. The 

outcome was definitely deserving of first place. Whereas some people’s hearts became so dark that they 

died. Indeed, they’re definitely first from the bottom!” 

“Yes. Are the last places the team from the clinical medicine school and Forensic Medical School?” 

D*mn it. Master, are you a fairy descending to the mortal world? How did you know?!” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

Of course, she knew. 

That was because, cough, cough, cough. She had dug this pit herself just to cheat those two teams to 

death. 

Qiu Qiu said in admiration, “Master, I never expected them to be so stupid! Didn’t the clinical medicine 

school draw the rabies patient? Liu Guanghui was so smug. After giving the patient a rabies serum, he 

was still waiting to be first place. Guess what happened in the end?” 

Gu Qigi said lightly, “In the end, he missed the tetanus shot.” 

“D*mn it! Master, I admire you too much! Really, he didn’t notice at all that a wound was cut by a rusty 

wire on a dog chain. It wasn’t a bite from a dog, so that wound should be treated according to tetanus. 

In the end, naturally, he lost half of his points and only received a pitiful 50 points. It’s even 

inferior to the 60 points from the veterinary school! Today, the happiest people will be those from the 

veterinary school. The goddess they admire is first, and the clinical medicine they hate is last, haha.” 

Gu Qigi was speechless. 

This should be attributed to the little dirty turtle cutting a wound on the fake patient with the wire in its 

mouth. 

“Master! Do you know what happened in the Forensic Medical School? The patient that Qin Zhiming 

drew needed emergency treatment for pesticide poisoning, He thought that it would be over if he gave 

him some antidote…” 

“He didn’t expect that the patient still had some skin burned by pesticides. He didn’t notice.” 

“D*mn it, Master! I’m already prostrating myself in admiration towards you! Brilliant! It’s precisely 

because of this illness that they missed out on it. Thus, it was also a miserable 50 points. Hahaha, the 

professor from the Forensic Medical School darkened his face on the spot and reprimanded Qin 

Zhiming. He said that he actually made such a stupid mistake after studying for two years. It was simply 

embarrassing. He left in a huff…” 

Gu Qiqi said, “Yes. He has been busy stepping on two different boats these two years and fooling around 

everywhere. Naturally, he’s ignorant and incompetent.” 



She rubbed the little dirty turtle’s head rewardingly. Not bad. The two teams’ pits were dug perfectly. 

They couldn’t say anything about their sufferings. 

The little dirty turtle shook its head and wagged its tail smugly. “Master, I’ve also done what you wanted 

me to do just now! I’ve already added some ingredients to that Yang Xiaoqing’s favorite cigarette 

according to your instructions and mixed it in the smoke! I’m just waiting to see the outcome of him 

courting death, heh heh!” 

Gu Qiqi: Very good. 

Waiting to harvest the next unlucky person! 

Qiu Qiu reported smugly and asked Gu Qiqi if she wanted to attend the celebratory banquet tonight. 

Suddenly, halfway through her question, she wailed. “How can this be?! Shen Ping is too cunning! He 

cheated!” 

Gu Qiqi raised her eyebrows… “What’s wrong?” 


